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According to ADS:

There are 81 refereed papers for authors=“Cen+Ostriker,J.P.”
with 9453 total citations

There are only 57 citations with JPO as 1st author (this speaks
to his modesty to people 1/3 or 1/2 as young as he is.)

It is certain to say that JPO makes a large contribution to 
each single paper in both science and writing (I do not 
necessarily mean JPO’s handwriting is the easiest to 
read because he writes quickly left-handed in paragraphs 
in the margins. But once you can read it, it tends to be 
very convincing at the time, regardless it is right or wrong
eventually.)



Why is supernova feedback needed
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Ubiqituous observational	evidence	of	
supernova	feedback	on	large	scales

Supernovae	are	observed	with	well	inferred,	
appropriate	energetics	

Lyman	break	galaxies	at	high	z	have	outflows	up	to	
600km/s;		
~4%	LBGs	contain	AGN,	so	winds	can	not	be	caused	
mainly	by	AGN	(Shapley,	Steidel,	Pettini,	… )

Local	starburst	galaxies	commonly	have	outflows	
with	velocities	proportional	to	galaxy	escape	velocity	
(Heckman,	Martin,	…)

…



How to implement supernova feedback  
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We and others have been doing it 
wrong since late 1980: either in the form
of a thermal bomb or (incorrect) initial 
kinetic kick.

Net result: not enough radial momentum
is generated from the explosion due 
to excessive cooling

Remedies employed by many groups:
1. turn off cooling for some time
2. decouple explosion particles 

hydrodynamically
3. Raise supernova explosion energy

arbitrary

We (Kimm&Cen 2014) have devised an accurate scheme on momentum p 
(plus internal energy as well self-consistently):
P2(eta) = 2(eta+1)E(ejecta)M(ejecta)        if eta<eta0
P2(eta) = 2(eta0+1)E(ejecta)M(ejecta        if eta >= eta0
where eta=swept mass/ejecta mass,
the implementation is angularly discretized and anisotropic in general



Strong dependence of galaxy morphology

Kimm et al 2015
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SFR rate and stellar mass growth

Kimm et al 2015



Star formation efficiecy – Halo mass relation  

Kimm et al 2015



Metallicity– Stellar mass relation

Kimm et al 2015



Galaxy size

Kimm et al 2015



Galactic outflows

Kimm et al 2015



Gravitational shock heating due to structure formation

Cen&Ostriker 1999
At z=0, gravitational energy rate/SN energy rate ~ 10

5123 simulation
L=(100,50)Mpc/h

Purple: cs
2=0.3[H(z)Lnl(z)]2



Gravitational shock heating due to structure formation

Cen&Ostriker 1999

Cosmic WHIM (log T/Kelvin =5-7) web
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External heating effect on star formation
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Internal to external heating transition



Conclusions
Supernova	explosions	are	primarily	responsible	for	
regulating	star	formation	in	most	galaxies

Gravitational	shock	heating	dominates	overall	
negative	suppression	effect	on	star	formation														
at	z<1.5


